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An introduction to SCG Packaging (SCGP)

SCG was first established in Thailand in 1913 and not only played a pivotal role in the progress and development of the 
country, but is also the largest and oldest cement and building material company in Southeast Asia.  Since then SCG has 
grown continually and diversified into three core businesses, namely SCG Cement-Building Materials, SCG Chemicals and 
SCG Packaging (SCGP).  It now operates 40 factories in five countries - Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and 
Indonesia providing packaging products to food and beverage, electronics, automotive and e-commerce industries.

SCGP has gone from strength to strength whilst continually expanding its production base on a domestic and 
international level.  Now boasting more than 120,000 SKUs of diverse products, it is recognised as the leader in the fully-
integrated packaging chain in Southeast Asia and the “Packaging Solutions Provider” that meets the needs of customers.

SCG operates on the basis of social responsibility, sustainability and continued innovation, and as part of this family of 
businesses Go-Pak can not only continue the great service we provide our customers, but also offer further international 
support and a wider product range for our current and future customers in the UK, Europe and US.
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The Go-Pak Group is the British subsidiary of SCG Packaging (SCGP) and consists of 3 operating companies. We specialise 
in providing single and multiple use products and packaging for the Food Service, Cash & Carry and Retail sectors. 
Through our expertise in manufacturing, our exceptional quality product offering and outstanding customer service, we 
aim to provide the best possible solutions to our clients’ needs.

Go-Pak is all about establishing long term, mutually beneficial business partnerships. At Go Pak’s core is an 
entrepreneurial spirit and passion to make brands shine through superior quality, service and value.

Go-Pak’s recent investment in Go-Pak Paper Products Vietnam Limited gives us scope to manufacture a range of 
paper-based food and drink containers for the food and retail markets. As a popular alternative to China, Vietnam 
which is a tariff friendly production country is fast becoming a frontier market in Southeast Asia and an up and coming 
manufacturing location for many products particularly in the USA and Canada.

Go-Pak’s agile business model has allowed for Go-Pak Vietnam Ltd (Plastics) that initially specialised in single use plastic 
tableware to diversify into re-usable plastic tableware for the retail and cash and carry markets.

Go-Pak Paper Products Vietnam
- Certified Grade ‘A’ – BRC IoP.

120,000 sq. ft.
3 Manufacturing facilities
27 paper cup and container forming machines
24/6 manufacturing

Go-Pak Vietnam
- Certified Grade ‘A’ – BRC IoP.
- Intertek Ethical Audit certified.
- Large Retailer Supplier Approved.

165,000 sq. ft.
4 Manufacturing facilities
72 plastic injection moulding machines
24/6 manufacturing

Go-Pak UK
- Certified Grade ‘A’ – BRC Storage & Distribution.
- ISO 9001:2015 certified.
- ISO 14001:2015 certified.

Warehouse
115,000 sq. ft.
2 Wartehouses
24/6 operations

Main Office
Global customer services
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Go-Pak prides itself on a competitive pricing structure delivering 
value to our customers worldwide.

Significant in-house expertise drives a highly efficient supply chain 
between Vietnam, the UK and the rest of the world 

Backed by numerous industry accreditations covering product 
quality, supply chain expertise and sustainability 

High-quality products with a range of private label branding and 
customisation options available to customers

Environmentally responsible approach with a focus on 
sustainability having developed a broad range of compostable and 
recyclable products 

Trusted partner to customers with a staff-led approach to 
maintaining outstanding customer service levels and close 
customer relationships             

Well-invested UK warehouse facilities help to build unrivalled stock 
availability for UK and European customers and ensures reliable 
and timely deliveries

Agile business model implemented by an innovative management 
team provides flexibility to meet unique and changing customer 
requirements

Why Choose Go-pak?
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“We switched sourcing of many 
products to Go-Pak, because of 
their reliability, good inventory 
and great sales team” 
- Bunzl UK Ltd T/A W K Thomas

“Go-Pak has a very robust supply 
chain. Very rarely have we had 
out of stock issues with them’’ 
- Booker

“Go-Pak is a very good supplier. 
Its products and service are high 
quality and deliveries are always 
on time”
- WK Thomas

“Go-Pak have one of the best 
customer service departments in 
the country” 
- Socius buying group

“I would definitely recommend 
Go-Pak. I have already 
recommended them to 
businesses that we work with” 
– Magenta

Why our customers are so satisified

100% customer referral rating

98% customer retention

82% performance rating
(average competitor rating 70%)
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A commitment to acting responsibly in all that we do 

The Go-Pak Group recognises that sustainability is more than a product or campaign, it’s a commitment to acting 
responsibly in all that we do. Sustainability is at the forefront of our decision-making process at every level and function 
of our operation. We constantly strive for improvements and innovations that enhance our environmental performance, 
securing a healthy environment for future generations.

Our UK platform was the first in its’ industry to achieve certification to the globally recognised; ISO 14001:2015 
environmental management standard. Not only do we consistently review our environmental performance and give 
effect to changes improving recycling, water and energy consumption, and reduced carbon emissions through haulage 
partnerships; we develop these practices and principles throughout our global supply chain through close collaboration 
with all manufacturing partners.

Many of our products have been re-engineered to incorporate optimal material consumption, without compromising our 
stringent quality standards. We procure ethically cultivated raw materials from reputable, certified suppliers, focussing 
on wood-derivative materials from FSC or PEFC sources. In our bespoke options we prioritise the use of water or soya-
based inks, reducing our dependence on unsustainable materials. We have significantly developed our compostable 
Edenware® brand to promote the use of natural materials while improving the environmental impact of our portfolio 
and introduced a Go-rPET range in 2019 that promotes the use of post-consumer recycled content, with our tumblers 
now being made from 80% recycled content.

We, the Go-Pak Group, are fully embracing of our wider obligations in all that we do, undertaking due-diligence on 
global partners and opportunities to ensure we’re operating in pursuit of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
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Go-Pak Paper Products Vietnam Limited was formed in 2018 and commenced production in September of the same year, 
this facility is located in Binh Duong Province, approximately 40 kilometres from Ho Chi Minh City.

Go-Pak Paper Products Vietnam Limited is a 12,000m2 purpose-built BRC certified facility with the capability to 
manufacture over 100 million units per month, this includes products such as our premium quality single wall paper 
cups, corrugated ripple cups, double wall cups, soup containers and coffee clutches. Products are manufactured using 
high quality board and include PE and PLA lined options. 

Go-Pak Paper Products Vietnam Limited has a global customer base and is the largest manufacturer of disposable paper 
cups and containers in Vietnam..

A core focus on the Go-Pak Group of companies is to establish long term, mutually beneficial partnerships whilst striving 
to deliver the best value for money with consistent product quality.

We manufacture for our customers
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Product Type Height (mm) Top Rim Diameter (mm) Bottom Rim Diameter 
(mm)

4oz Single Wall Cup 65mm 60mm 46mm

6oz Single Wall Cup 76mm 80mm 50mm

8oz Single Wall Cup 91mm 80mm 54mm

10oz Single Wall Cup 95mm 90mm 60mm

12oz Single Wall Squat Cup - - -

12oz Single Wall Cup 110mm 90mm 57mm

16oz Single Wall Cup 135mm 90mm 60mm

20oz Single Wall Cup 150mm 90mm 60mm

22oz Single Wall Cup - - -

24oz Single Wall Cup 179mm 90mm 60mm

• Available with PE or PLA lining as Edenware®
• Made from high quality food grade paper board
• Available in different board weights
• Batch coded for full traceability on all formed products
• Bespoke design subject to MOQ
• Print up to six colours
• Custom profile / own mold subject to MOQ

Single Wall Cups
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Product Type Height (mm) Top Rim Diameter (mm) Bottom Rim Diameter 
(mm)

4oz Double Wall Cup - - -

8oz Double Wall Cup 91mm 80mm 54mm

10oz Double Wall Cup 95mm 90mm 57mm

12oz Double Wall Cup 110mm 90mm 57mm

16oz Double Wall Cup 135mm 90mm 60mm

20oz Double Wall Cup - - -

• Available with PE or PLA lining as Edenware®
• Made from high quality food grade paper board
• Available in different board weights
• Batch coded for full traceability on all formed products
• Bespoke design subject to MOQ
• Print up to six colours
• Custom profile / own mold subject to MOQ

Double Wall Cups
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Round ripple ‘S’-ripple Vertical ripple

Product Type Height (mm) Top Rim Diameter (mm) Bottom Rim Diameter 
(mm)

4oz Triple Wall Cup 63mm 60mm 47mm

8oz Triple Wall Cup 91mm 80mm 54mm

10oz Triple Wall Cup 100mm 90mm 57mm

12oz Triple Wall Cup 110mm 90mm 57mm

16oz Triple Wall Cup 135mm 90mm 60mm

20oz Triple Wall Cup 150mm 90mm 60mm

Triple Wall Cups

• Available with PE or PLA lining as Edenware®
• Made from high quality food grade paper board
• Available in different board weights
• Batch coded for full traceability on all formed products
• Bespoke design subject to MOQ
• Print up to six colours
• Custom profile / own mold subject to MOQ
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Product Type Height (mm) Top Rim Diameter (mm) Bottom Rim Diameter 
(mm)

7oz Single Wall Vending 
Cup 83.5mm 73mm 51.5mm

9oz Single Wall Vending 
Cup 101.1mm 73mm 48.7mm

12oz Single Wall Vending 
Cup 117.4mm 80mm 53.3mm

• Specifically designed to be used in vending machines
• Made from high quality food grade paper board
• Available in different board weights
• Batch coded for full traceability on all formed products
• Bespoke design subject to MOQ
• Print up to six colours

Vending Cups
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Coffee Clutches

• Perfectly suited to fit our premium single wall cup
• Made from high quality food grade paper board
• Available in different board weights
• Available with a smooth or ripple effect finish
• Available as kraft or white
• Print up to six colours
• Custom profile / own mold subject to MOQ

Product Type Width (mm) Height (mm)

8oz/10oz Coffee Cup Clutch 115mm 60mm

12/16oz Coffee Cup Clutch 127mm 60mm
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Product Type Height (mm) Top Rim Diameter (mm) Bottom Rim Diameter 
(mm)

8oz HD Food Container 60mm 91mm 76mm

12oz HD Food Container 88mm 91mm 74mm

16oz HD Food Container 102mm 98mm 78mm

26oz HD Food Container 110mm 116mm 94mm

32oz HD Food Container 135mm 116mm 94mm

08/12oz Food Container 
Lid 15mm 93mm 93mm

16oz Food Container Lid 16mm 100mm 100mm

26/32oz Food Container 
Lid 17mm 118mm 118mm

• Available with PE or PLA lining as Edenware®
• Made from high quality food grade paper board
• Excellent insulation
• Steam holes in the paper lid allow hot air and condensation to escapes
• Bespoke design subject to MOQ
• Print up to six colours
• Custom profile / own mold subject to MOQ

Heavy Duty White Food Containers & Lids
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Product Type Height (mm) Top Rim Diameter (mm) Bottom Rim Diameter 
(mm)

16oz Ripple Pot Squat 74mm 114mm 90mm

19oz Ripple Pot 100mm 114mm 79mm

16oz Paper Lid Vented 
(White) 16mm 116mm 116mm

16/19oz Paper Lid Vented 
(White) 18mm 116mm 116mm

• Made from high quality food grade paper board
• Excellent insulation
• Steam holes in the paper lid allow hot air and condensation to escapes
• Bespoke design subject to MOQ
• Print up to six colours
• Custom profile / own mold subject to MOQ

Ripple Pots & Lids
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Go-Pak Vietnam Limited was established in 2013 and is located in Binh Duong Province, approximately 40 kilometres 
from Ho Chi Minh City. 

This 15,344m2 purpose-built BRC certified facility gives us the scope to supply high volume customers on a global scale.   

With 72 injection moulding machines and the scope to add a further 28 more, Go-Pak Vietnam Limited is strategically 
positioned for large scale business opportunities, with a global focus for continuing current growth trends. 

A core focus on the Go-Pak Group of companies is to establish long term, mutually beneficial partnerships whilst striving 
to deliver the best value for money with consistent product quality.

We manufacture for our customers
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Go-Pak Vietnam Limited offer a wide range of plastic moulding capabilities, supported by a wealth of knowledge and 
experienced production team.  We also specialise in the design, development and manufacture of a wide range of 
bespoke products to meet our customers’ exact requirements.

Please contact our sales team for further information relating to our plastic manufacturing facility.

Bespoke Moulding Solutions
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Plastic Cutlery

Product Type Weight Range (g) Length Range (mm) Width Range (mm)

Forks 2.3 - 7.2g 154-180mm 25-27.3mm

Knives 1.97 - 7.1g 165-198mm 13-21mm

Dessert Spoon 2.4 - 5.3g 156-181mm 31-37mm

Teaspoon 0.9g - 1.75g 152-156mm 31mm

Stirrer 3.15g 112mm 5mm

Soup Spoon 3.1 - 7.3g 141mm 37mm

Mini Fork 1.48g 80.2mm 25.4mm

• Manufactured from our own BRC certified facility
• Available in a variety of different weights, designs and colours
• Private label solutions also available
• Custom profile / own mold subject to MOQ
• Individually wrapped (subject to MOQ) & meal packs available
• Can be made from PS and BIO (PP & 58% Plant Starch Component)
• Compostable CPLA cutlery options also available (Certified to EN13432)
• Ideal for cash and carry and retail customers
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